
 

As you can see, Provoked is an Indian psychological thriller. Starring Sarah Jane Dias and Vinay Virmani, the film follows a
woman who decides to go on an impromptu road trip with her mother-in-law despite being warned by her husband not to do so
due to personal reasons. The movie has received mixed reviews from critics but one thing is for sure - it will keep you on the
edge of your seat till the last frame. "Provoked" won Best Actress for Vinay Virmani and best thriller in the 2014 Indie Gives
Back Awards. Former Delhi Chief Minister Sheila Dikshit graced the premiere of the movie aboard a bus in Delhi on 5 June
2014. She said, "I have been a keen follower of this film from when it was being made. It is a very good film with a gripping
story line". Dikshit is a known fan of "Provoked". She also said that she liked seeing Raveena Tandon playing the role of a
naughty wife in this film. The film was released in India on July 11, 2014. Realizing that the impact of movies was lacking
overseas, the producers decided to release "Provoked" in the United Kingdom (UK) in limited screens. The movie was released
in UK on 6 February 2015. The soundtrack of Provoked has five songs composed by M. M. Kreem and lyrics by Naeem Azmi.
Bollywood actors including Akshay Kumar, Mahek Chahal and Raveena Tandon expressed interest in the film by tweeting the
lead actress Raveena Tandon. One of the most popular B-town celebrities Shahid Kapoor shared his tweet to her, wishing her
luck for Provoked. The movie received mainly negative reviews from critics and was criticized for its unrealistic plot. The
screenplay got a lot of flak in critical circles and was branded terribly unoriginal. Some reviewers called it a vulgar love story
with no logic behind its plot. James Naunton from Film Companion gave 1.5 out of 5 stars and wrote, "Slow-moving, jumpy and
laboured, Provoked underplays a potentially explosive subject without a single shock or surprise. Raveena Tandon plays a
woman who is thrown out of her husband's house because she has an affair with his friend (Vinay Virmani). She takes her
mother-in-law (Shabana Azmi) on the road as her bodyguard to protect herself from falling back into old habits... While the
film hints at something grander – perhaps; the end; that is entirely absent – provokes nothing." Randip Sabhlok from Rediff
gave 1.
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